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Modern windows are strong enough to withstand anything that hits them, especially during a violent
hurricane. For some people, however, having a bare window may not suffice to hunker down in
such a scene. Not only do they have to close their windows and shut them tight, they have to board
them and nail them in.

For that task, you have window shutters that can act like cage armor used by armored vehicles. Just
as cage armor deters shaped charges from direct RPG hits, window shutters are designed to do the
same thing against rocks and other flying debris. The earliest form of window shutters go way back
to ancient times, perhaps before glass even made it to window openings. It was their way of
controlling the amount of light and air in the house back then.

Contrary to popular belief, many modern window shutters arenâ€™t made out of pure wood; but the
wood is the core of the shutter. The wooden core is covered in layers of polyresin, a resin that is
known for its durability and extensive use in making sculptures. The result is a harmonious mix of
resilience and style for any suburb.

Due to the polyresin coating, modern window shutters donâ€™t need to be scraped and painted for
years. The polyresin coating helps window shutters maintain their beauty even under conditions that
can damage it such as the weather and pesky termites. After all, termites wonâ€™t eat wood thatâ€™s been
treated with synthetics.

While most hurricanes hit the eastern seaboard, it can also hit hard on the other side, especially
California. Window shutters LA homes have can protect your windows, as well as your house, from
gale-force winds and flying debris. Alone, windows can only hold out for so long before the
hurricane wrecks it completely. Window shutters are your homeâ€™s first line of defense against the
forces of nature.

With hurricane season fast approaching, perhaps now is the best time to set up the defenses and
brace for impact. It is highly recommended to get window shutters along with new window
installation Los Angeles contractors do. It may not offer the best protection against insurgents with
RPGs, but it may be your ideal bet against everything Mother Nature throws at your home.

If you want to know more about window shutters, there is a specialized website for that. You can
check out window shutters LA homes have installed and more at AllAboutShutters.com.
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For more details, search a shutters LA and a window installation Los Angeles in Google for related
information.
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